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Instruction - DocuPRO embedded - Client for Ricoh - Single Sign-on

 Introduction

In the DocuPRO for Ricoh embedded 7.5.5 (and IBOS version 7.5.7) two new features have been introduced:
§ Tag Hold
§ Single Sign On

 Tag Hold
A user can log in by presenting his tag. To log out he would normally use the user interface or present his tag again. The
'Tag Hold' feature will register that the tag is removed and use this to log the user out. The 'Tag Hold' option will make it
easy for the user to log in and out. He places his tag on the reader when he start his session and when he removes his tag
he is logged out.

 Single Sign-on
Multiple applications can be active on a Ricoh Embedded device. Most of the times each of these applications will need an
authentication from the user. The 'Single Sign-on' feature makes sure that when a user is signed-on (or off) to DocuPRO
embedded he is also signed-on (or off) in the third-party application.

This document is meant as an instruction to quickly implement the new features into an existing system. For a new
installation refer to the full technical manual for DocuPRO Embedded for Ricoh.

 Configuration

First we need to configure the MFP. The DocuPRO Embedded client, Third-party scan application and the AAA Provider must
be set to automatically start.
Then we need to adjust the settings in the Business Server. Refer to the Business Server manual on how to change Business
Server settings.

 User Cases

     Case 1  - User needs to scan with Nuance / Notable Solutions Inc. Autostore and users must present their tag to the
reader and only take it off when they are ready.

1. Select the Notible Solutions Unified Client, the NSi SSO Provider and DocuPRO as extended features that should be started.
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2. In the Extended Features Info tab each feature can be clicked and the product ID can be read out.

3. Select each feature and write down each product ID to check with the Business Server settings.
4. Exit the menu.
 

     Autostore Process Designer Settings

5.  Configure External Application; Set the DocuPRO product ID and the button label as in the example above.
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     Business Server Settings

6. Notable Solutions Inc. Autostore Scanning:

Key Value Example Descr iption

SingleSignO nProv ider: <Product ID> 34084353 The ProductID for the authentication prov ider.
A t the time of w riting this is the correct v alue for A utostore, howev er this
v alues can change as this  Product ID is assigned by  Ricoh and may
change when another v ersion is installed!ScanA pplicationId: <Product ID> 33956099

ScanMode: THIRD_PA RTY_SO LUTIO N

7. Tag hold:

Key Value Descr iption

SupportTagHoldMode: True
If true a user is logged on when his card is present on the reader. Remov ing
the card logs out the user.

8. The configuration is now completed  

 User Interface

* When in the Autostore application, a 'DocuPRO Embedded Client' button should be visible. This button is used return to the
DocuPRO application. Due to restrictions the user  will be logged out and must sign on again to use the DocuPRO embedded
application.

* Only in combination with NSi Autostore  


